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Online Learning Bulletin 

Dear Team Blatch, 

Welcome to our fifth online learning bulletin.

It has been brilliant to see our students are back into the swing of 
online learning and working so hard to produce fantastic work. The 
range and variety of the different tasks they are completing really is 
excellent. 

Our staff, across the whole school, continue to work incredibly hard 
to support our students with their learning and we are so grateful to 
all of them for their commitment to our students. 

Our wider Blatch community continues to support us brilliantly too - 
all your messages of thanks and support for our staff really do help 
to bolster us all - thank you for taking the time to write to us.  

We hope you enjoy reading these wonderful examples of work. 

Lyla H, year 8 Art



Art and Design

Ava O in year 8 has been busy making face masks in a variety of lovely patterns as 
part of her Art & Design work. Well done Ava! 



History

Our year 7 History students have been learning all about William the Conqueror. 
Here are some of their great projects. 

Leni T

Grace W Alonna FS

Edie EB



Maths
Mr Bennison’s year 8 class have been working on circumference this week. Here is 
some of the excellent work they have completed.

Rudy M Madeline M

Isobel B Lily M



English

Max M in Mx Muggleton’s English class has created an excellent piece of work 
based on a comic strip heroes. Check out his creation below!

The hero in my story comes from a country constantly in battle with evil dark magic 
users who constantly attack them. All hope seems lost when the powerful queen 
dies but her child risis up to take the throne and protect his country. Past down 
through the royal bloodline where a set of weapons  so powerful they might just be 
enough to stop the evil dark magic users. The young king has to get used to the 
weapons in months or even weeks which is a process meant to take years but his 
determination and courage prevails and he manages to unleash the weapons' 
mighty power on the bad guys just in the nick of time.  



Science
Sofia S in Ms Kendall’s year 7 Science class has created a brilliant presentation to 
display her research on the allotropes of carbon. 



Science
Also in Science, Ms Cahill’s year 8 class were asked to design a (safe!) science 
experiment they could carry out at home. Some even took photos and recorded 
videos of themselves carrying out the experiment!

Kit H created an amazing video tutorial 
on the reaction between lemon juice and 
bicarbonate of soda. 

Isabelle T also created an experiment with bicarbonate 
of soda and lemon juice!

And Amy C created an excellent floating egg experiment!



Music
Emmeline V in year 10 has carried out some excellent research on pop music this 
week. Take a look at her work below.



Music



Music



Geography

Our year 7 Geography students have been continuing their work on the Shropshire 
and Worcestershire 2020 floods. Here are some examples of the excellent work 
they have been up to.

Hazel T

Jens P

Ruru T

Isla P



Geography

Meanwhile, in year 8 Geography, students have been learning about ecotourism in 
Botswana, considering the benefits of environmentally friendly tourism for local 
people and the wildlife. They were given a task to design their own eco-friendly hotel 
with a number of sustainable features. These are some outstanding designs.

Kit H

Connie L

Esme T



https://twitter.com/BlatchMill

